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	  	   Three years ago I received a phone call from my private teacher with exciting news. An 
anonymous donor had given me an 1897 Vuillame a Paris Croix a Petit Champs Violin. I was completely 
flabbergasted by this anonymous donor’s generosity, but extremely grateful to have been given a better 
quality instrument to further my violin studies. I feel incredibly lucky and blessed to have someone who 
believes in me so much so that they were willing to provide me with an instrument. I had an amazing 
flutter in my stomach and my head was overwhelmed with so many questions: Why me? Does this 
anonymous donor really think I can be successful in my future as a classical violinist? Is this real? I 
opened the fresh black case, lifted the fine cloth, and met eyes with this beautifully crafted instrument 
which put a wide toothed smile on my face. This gesture has had a profound impact on me and is so 
special because the donor had given me this instrument after watching me perform.  Every time I remove 
it from the case, I feel grateful and blessed to have a new companion. 	  

  Before I got this instrument, I was frustrated that I was not able to get a resonant and warm sound 
because my instrument was holding back my potential to create beautiful and robust tone. I had been 
craving an instrument that personally speaks to me and that I will be able connect with on all levels that 
will challenge me and aid me in discovering new innovative ways to make my violin sing. At the time I 
did not realize what getting a new instrument would allow me to do, and the accomplishments I would 
have achieved with this violin. Since then, I have been accepted in Senior Regional Orchestra 2013 and 
2014, Governor’s School for Visual and Performing Arts, and I performed at The Kennedy Center.  I 
continued to wonder why I got this instrument and although I knew my talent existed, I feel that the 
generosity and trust in me, has made me even more appreciative and committed to my craft. Being given 
this instrument has given me confidence to continue to further my violin studies and know that I can 
accomplish my lofty goals with the power of having someone believe in me. This gift has made all the 
difference, and has furthered my goals to dream bigger and achieve more as I move into my college years. 
I believe that by receiving college training, I will be able to master my craft thanks to one person 
believing in my potential.	  

  My future aspirations are to be a concert violinist, chamber musician, and teacher. I hope to 
inspire people of all ages to play music and I hope to share my love of music with the world one note at a 
time. By majoring in Violin Performance, I can flourish as a musician by being challenged musically and 
I can develop new performance skills by participating in chamber music and ensemble performance. In 
addition, I will continue to work on solo repertoire and compete which will enable me to be a well- 
rounded musician which will aid me in aspirations. I know it is difficult to be a concert violinist one 
might even say that it is one in million chance of success, but I believe I have what it takes to be 
successful in my dreams. I want to perfect my craft and practice harder than I ever have and study with a 
brilliant teacher who inspires and challenges me to out of my comfort zone, where I am most vulnerable 
where there is room to grow not only as a musician, but as a person. I am eager to receive college level 
teaching to prepare me for the professional world of classical music. I believe that applying for the Edwin 
S. Johonnott V Memorial Scholarship will bring me closer to achieving my dreams and help me as I 
prepare to receive higher level training. 	  

	  


